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[INTRO:]
Yeah(yeah) demarco! tell dem seh we nah play wid
dem, no
We nah play wid dem, no

[VERSE 1:]
Come mek we sort dem out, mek di don guh a jail tru
you talk him out
Forensics step in haffi chalk yuh out, have yuh mumma
she ah bawl just
Because yuh mouth, we haffi sort yuh out, sort dem
out, funeral box
Yuh friend dem haffi walk yuh out, beware ah di darks
when di darks
Step out, one bad apple spoil di bunch it haffi get tek
out, get tek
Out alright then

[HOOK:]
No! we nah play wid dem, no! we nah play wid dem,
no! we nah play wid
Dem straight shots we ah send

[VERSE 2:]
Tell dem bwoy deh seh mi dark and mi ignorant di
bwoy dem double
Check it, never know dem wid ah run up inna sitten mi
select it, boom! 
So anywhere di pussy dead deh suh mi left it mek
specially for it fi
Mek di fassy get it suh nuh sweat it, every guns yuh
waan mi know di
Manufacturer a guh mek it, mek di links seh dem fi
know seh straight a
Mavoli we set it, when di vybe ah ting a sound it's like
busy when we
Ah step it everywhere mi guh mi place mi haffi rep it
boom

[HOOK:]
Alright then no! we nah play wid dem, no! we nah play
wid dem, no! 
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We nah play wid dem straight shots we ah send
[VERSE 1:]
Sort dem out, mek di don guh a jail tru you talk him out
Forensics step in haffi chalk yuh out, have yuh mumma
she ah bawl just
Because yuh mouth, we haffi sort yuh out, sort dem
out, funeral box
Yuh friend dem haffi walk yuh out, beware ah di darks
when di darks
Step out, one bad apple spoil di bunch it haffi get tek
out, get tek
Out

[VERSE 3:]
Boom! from yuh dis di link we mek yuh step in ah di
light, shoot di
Bwoy and chop! chop him up until yuh see di tripe, chat
things about
Me mi nuh like, cut di throat and bust di pipe, hothead
hold him pon a
Bike and tek di stripe, because when you ah road dem
haffi pass
Link di thug dem pon di gaza, we bust yuh face yuh get
erase it all
Because ah, we shouldn't but debate ah hang out pon
di plaza, di
Fassy get weh him ah ask fa

[HOOK:]
Alright then no! we nah play wid dem, no! we nah play
wid dem, no! 
We nah play wid dem straight shots we ah send

[OUTRO:]
Sort dem out, mek di don guh a jail tru you talk him out
Forensics step in haffi chalk yuh out, have yuh mumma
she ah bawl just
Because yuh mouth, we haffi sort yuh out, sort dem
out, funeral box
Yuh friend dem haffi walk yuh out, beware ah di darks
when di darks
Step out, one bad apple spoil di bunch it haffi get tek
out, get tek
Out
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